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Abstract
Existence of weak (martingale) solutions and pathwise uniqueness are established
for stochastic evolution equations driven by Lévy processes.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we are concerned with H -valued weak (martingale) solutions and
pathwise uniqueness of stochastic evolution equations driven by Lévy processes:
(1.1)
8

<

:
dYt D  AYt dt C
d
X
iD1
i (Yt ) d Z it ,
Y0 D h 2 H ,
in the framework of a Gelfand triple:
(1.2) V  H  H  V ,
where (H , k kH ), (V , k kV ) are two Hilbert spaces, AW V ! V  is a bounded coercive
linear operator, i , i D 1, : : : , d, are bounded continuous mappings from H into H ,
and Z D (Z 1, : : : , Z d ) is a Rd -valued Lévy process. The equation (1.1) includes ex-
amples of stochastic partial differential equations, when the operator A is taken to be
a differential operator. While there is a great amount of work on stochastic evolution
equations and stochastic partial differential equations driven by Wiener processes, there
has not been much study of stochastic partial differential equations driven by jump pro-
cesses, especially very little on their weak (martingale) solutions. However, there have
been growing interests on the topic recently. The motivation comes from mathematical
physics and financial mathematics. In many applications, jump processes provide more
realistic models than continuous processes.
In [2], existence and uniqueness for solutions of stochastic reaction equations driven
by Poisson random measures are given. In [7], Malliavin calculus was applied to study
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the absolute continuity of the law of the solutions of stochastic reaction equations driven
by Poisson random measures. In [11], a minimal solution was obtained for the sto-
chastic heat equation driven by non-negative Lévy noise with coefficients of polynomial
growth. In [12], a weak solution is established for stochastic heat equation driven by
stable noise with coefficients of polynomial growth. The weak solutions of stochastic
differential equations driven by stable processes in finite dimensions were recently ob-
tained by Bass and Chen in [4]. We particularly mention the recent book [13] on SPDEs
driven by Lévy noise.
The main purpose of this paper is to study weak (martingale) solutions of equation
(1.1). Because Lévy processes such as -stable processes may not have finite second
moment for every  2 (0, 2) (they do not even have finite first moment when  2 (0, 1]),
we separate the small jumps from the big ones in our approach. The existence of weak
solutions are established under merely continuity assumptions on the coefficients. The
idea is to approximate coefficients by functions which are Lipschitz continuous. The
hard part is to establish the tightness of the approximating solutions because of the
infinite dimensional feature of the space and the jumps of the driving processes. Our
method of proving the tightness seems to be new even for stochastic partial differential
equations driven by white noise. To identify the limit as a weak solution of equation
(1.1), we follow the approach in [4]. The uniqueness of weak solutions remains largely
open. However, we give some results on pathwise uniqueness beyond the Lipschitz
conditions, extending the corresponding results in [18] and [6] to the jump case. We
remark that, in contrast to the existing literature, our method of proving uniqueness
does not require the control function sr (s) (see (4.2)) to be concave.
2. Framework
For our framework and notations, we follow closely the ones in [4] and [17]. Let
(V , k  kV ), (H , k  kH ) be two separable Hilbert spaces such that V is continuously and
densely imbedded in H . Identifying H with its dual we have
(2.1) V  H  H  V ,
where V  stands for the topological dual of V . Let A be a bounded linear operator
from V to V  satisfying the following coercivity hypothesis: There exist constants Æ0 >
0 and 0  0 such that
(2.2) 2hAu, ui C 0kuk2H  Æ0kuk2V for all u 2 V ,
where hAu, ui denotes the inner product between Au 2 V and u 2 V (or, equivalently,
denotes the action of Au 2 V  on u 2 V ).
We point out that in general A is not bounded as an operator from H into H . Let
(, F , P ) be a probability space equipped with a filtration fFt g satisfying the usual
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conditions. Recall that an Rd -valued Lévy process Z D fZ t , t  0g with Z0 is charac-
terized by its Lévy exponent 8:
E[ei Z t ] D e t8( ) for every  2 Rd .
By Lévy–Khintchine formula (cf. [5]), 8 can be uniquely expressed as
(2.3) 8( ) D  ib   C
d
X
i , jD1
ai , ji j
C
Z
R
d
(1   e y C i  y1
fjyj1g)J (dy),  D (1, : : : , d ) 2 Rd ,
where b 2 Rd is a constant vector, (ai j )1i , jd is a non-negative definite symmetric
constant matrix and J is a non-negative measure on Rd satisfying
R
R
d (1^jyj2)J (dy) <
1. The measure J is called the Lévy measure of Z that describes the jumps of Z .
Suppose F(x , s, !) is jointly measurable with respect to B(Rd )  P and such that
F(0, s, !) D 0 and R t0
R
R
d jF(x , s, !)jJ (dx) ds <1 for every t > 0 a.s., where B(Rd )
is the Borel  -field on R and P is the predictable  -field generated by Z . The Lévy
system formula (see [5]) says that
(2.4)
X
0<st
F(1Zs , s)  
Z t
0
Z
R
d
F(x , s)(!)J (dx) ds
is a local martingale. Here 1Zs WD Zs   Zs . It will be a martingale if F is bounded
and E
R t
0
R
R
d jF(x , s, !)jJ (dx) ds

< 1 for every t > 0. When (ai j ) D 0, b D 0 and
J (dx) D cjx j d  for some  2 (0, 2) and c > 0 in (2.3), 8( ) D aj j and the cor-
responding Lévy process Z is called a (rotationally) symmetric -stable process in Rd .
For each 1  k  d, let k be the measure concentrated on the xk-axis defined by
k(A) D

m(A \ Lk) if A \ Lk ¤ ;,
0 otherwise,
where Lk denotes the xk-axis and m is the 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure. When
(ai j ) D 0, b D 0 and J (dx) D
Pd
kD1 ck jxk j
 d k
k(dx) for some k 2 (0, 2) and ck > 0,
1  k  d, in (2.3), 8( ) DPdkD1 ak jk jk and the i-th component of the corresponding
Lévy process Z D (Z 1, : : : , Z d ) is a one-dimensional symmetric i -stable process and
they are independent to each other.
Although the results of this paper hold for any Lévy process Z on Rd , for sim-
plicity, we assume throughout this paper that Z WD (Z 1, : : : , Z d ) is a Lévy process Z
defined on a probability space (, F , P ) that has (ai j ) D 0 and b D 0 in (2.3); that is,
Z has no diffusion component nor drift.
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For a separable Hilbert space L , denote by D([0, T ], L) the space of all cadlag
paths from [0, T ] into L . Let i (  ) W H ! H , i D 1, : : : , d, be continuous mappings.
Consider the following stochastic evolution equation:
(2.5)
8

<

:
dYt D  AYt dt C
d
X
iD1
i (Yt ) d Z it ,
Y0 D h 2 H .
DEFINITION 2.1. An H -valued stochastic process Y D fYt , t  0g is said to be
a pathwise solution of equation (2.5) if
(i) Yt is progressively measurable with respect to the minimal admissible filtration
generated by the Lévy process fZ i , i D 1, : : : , dg,
(ii) Yt is right continuous with left limits in space H ,
(iii) for any v 2 V ,
(2.6) hYt , vi D hh, vi  
Z t
0
hYs , Avi ds C
d
X
iD1
Z t
0
hi (Ys ), vi d Z is
almost surely for t  0, where A W V ! V is the adjoint operator of A W V ! V .
We say that pathwise uniqueness holds for equation (2.5) if Y 1 and Y 2 are two
pathwise solutions of (2.5) driven by the same Lévy process Z D (Z 1, : : : , Z d ) and
with the same initial value, then
P (Y 1t D Y 2t for every t  0) D 1.
DEFINITION 2.2. We say that a weak (martingale) solution to equation (2.5) exists
if one can find processes ( QY , QZ ) on some probability space such that QZ is a Lévy process
on Rd that has the same distribution as Z given in (2.5) and that ( QY , QZ ) satisfies (i)–(iii)
in Definition 2.1 with ( QY , QZ ) in place of (Y , Z ).
We end this section by two examples.
EXAMPLE 2.3 (Stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs) driven by Lévy processes).
Let D be a bounded regular domain in Rd . Put H D L2(D, dx), and let V D W 1,20 (D)
be the closure of C1c (D) under the Sobolev norm
kvk
2
V D
Z
D
v(x)2dx C
Z
D
jru(x)j2 dx .
Here C1c (D) is the space of smooth functions with compact support in D. Denote
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by A(x) D (ai j (x)) a matrix-valued function on D satisfying the uniform ellipticity
condition:
1
c
Idd  A(x)  cIdd for some constant c 2 [1, 1).
Here Idd denotes the d  d identity matrix. Let b(x) be a vector field on D with
jbj 2 L p(D, dx) for some p > d. Define
Au(x) D  div(A(x)ru(x))C b(x)  ru(x).
Observe that for u 2 V ,
v 7! Au(v) WD hAu, vi WD
Z
D
ru(x)  A(x)rv(x) dx C
Z
D
(b(x)  ru(x))v(x) dx
defines a continuous linear functional on V . So AW V ! V  is a bounded linear oper-
ator; moreover, condition (2.2) is fulfilled for (H , V , A). The following SPDE
u(t , x)
t
D div(a(x)ru(t , x))   b(x)  ru(t , x)C
d
X
iD1
i (u(t ,  )) d Z it
is a stochastic evolution equation of the type (1.1).
EXAMPLE 2.4. Stochastic evolution equations associated with fractional Laplacian:
(2.7)
8

<

:
dYt D 1=2Yt dt C
d
X
iD1
i (Yt ) d Z it ,
Y0 D h 2 H ,
where 1=2 WD  ( 1)=2 is the fractional Laplacian for some 0 <  < 2, which is the
infinitesimal generator of a rotationally symmetric -stable process in Rd . It is well-
known that the Dirichlet form associated with 1=2 is given by
E(u, v) D cd,
Z
R
d
R
d
(u(x)   u(y))(v(x)   v(y))
jx   yjdC
dx dy,
D(E) D

u 2 L2(Rd ) W
Z
R
d
R
d
ju(x)   u(y)j2
jx   yjdC
dx dy <1

.
To see that equation (2.7) fits into our framework, take H D L2(Rd , dx), and V D D(E)
with the inner product hu, vi D E(u, v) C (u, v)L2(Rd ). Define Au D 1=2. Since for
u 2 V ,
v 7! hAu, vi WD cd,
Z
R
d
R
d
(u(x)   u(y))(v(x)   v(y))
jx   yjdC
dx dy
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is a continuous linear functional on V , AW V ! V  is a bounded linear operator. More-
over condition (2.2) is fulfilled for (H , V , A). See [8] for more details about the frac-
tional Laplacian operator.
3. Existence of weak solutions
In this section we assume that the adjoint operator AW V ! V  admits a complete
system of eigenvectors; that is, there exists a sequence fek , k  1g  V that forms an
orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space H and satisfy
Aek D kek for k  1.
Let i , i D 1, : : : , d, be bounded continuous maps from H into H . Let  ni (  ) be a
sequence of Lipschitz mappings: H ! H such that
lim
n!1

n
i (x) D i (x)
uniformly on compact sets and supnk ni k1 <1 for every 1  i  d. Here k ni k1 WD
supx2Hk ni (x)kH . Such an approximating sequence always exists, for example, choose
(see [15])

n
i (x) D
Z
R
n
n(   Qn x)i
 
n
X
kD1
kek
!
d ,
where Qn x D (hx , e1i, : : : , hx , eni), and n is a smooth non-negative function on Rn
such that
suppfng 

 2 R
n
W j j
R
n

1
n

and
Z
R
n
n( ) d D 1.

n
i (x) converges to i (x) uniformly on compact sets because for any compact subset
K  H ,
G WD K [
 
1
[
nD1
(
n
X
kD1
(hx , eki C k)ek W x 2 K and
n
X
kD1

2
k  n
 2
)!
is still a compact set and i (x) is uniformly continuous on G.
First we state a theorem on existence and uniqueness of pathwise solution.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that for each i D 1, : : : , d, bi is a Lipschitz map from H to
itself. Then for every h 2 H , there exists a unique H-valued progressively measurable
process Y D fYt , t  0g such that
(i) Y 2 D([0, T ], H ) \ L2([0, T ], V ) for any T > 0,
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(ii)
(3.1) Yt D h  
Z t
0
AYs ds C
d
X
iD1
Z t
0
bi (Ys ) d Z is , t  0.
Under the Lipschitz condition, the proof of this theorem is standard. We refer the read-
ers to [13] or [17] for proofs of similar equations.
For M > 0, set
NZ Mt D Z t  
X
0<st
1Zs1fj1Zs j>Mg .
It is known (cf. [5]) that Z M WD (Z 1, M , : : : , Z d, M ) again is a Lévy process with Lévy
measure 1
fjyjMg J (dy) and each Z k, M is a martingale having finite moment of any or-
der. For h 2 H , consider the equation:
(3.2)
8

<

:
dY n, Mt D  AY n, Mt dt C
d
X
iD1

n
i (Y n, Mt  ) d NZ i , Mt ,
Y n, M0 D h.
Theorem 3.1 remains true with NZ i , M in place of Z i . So equation (3.2) admits a unique
pathwise solution. Define Y n, M ,kt WD hY n, Mt , eki and hk WD hh, eki. The following is a
crucial tightness result of this section.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that k  0 for every k  1 and that
P
1
kD1 e
 kÆ
<1
for any Æ > 0. Then for every M > 0,
(3.3) lim
m!1
sup
n
E
"
1
X
kDm
sup
0tT
(Y n, M ,kt )2
#
D 0.
Proof. For simplicity, assume T D 1 and d D 1. Write NZ it for NZ
i , M
t , Y nt for Y
n, M
t ,
and Y n,kt for Y n, M ,kt . In the sequel, c denotes a generic constant whose value may differ
from line to line. By Ito’s formula and the Lévy system formula (2.4),
(3.4)
(Y n,kt )2 D (hk)2 C 2
Z t
0
Y n,ks  h
n(Y ns ), eki d NZ s
  2k
Z t
0
(Y n,ks )2 ds C
X
0<st
h
n(Y ns ), eki2(1 NZ s)2
D (hk)2 C N kt C Mkt C c
Z t
0
h
n(Y ns ), eki2 ds   2k
Z t
0
(Y n,ks )2 ds,
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where
N kt D 2
Z t
0
Y n,ks  h
n(Y ns ), eki d NZ s , c D
Z M
 M
x2 J (dx),
and Mkt is a purely discontinuous square integrable martingale with
[Mk]t D
X
0<st
h
n(Y ns ), eki4j1 NZ s j4.
Using the Davis’ inequality (see [9]), we have
(3.5)
E

sup
0ut
jMku j

 6
p
2E[
p
[Mk]t ]  6
p
2E
"
X
0<st
h
n(Y ns ), eki2j1 NZ s j2
#
D 6
p
2E

Z t
0
Z M
 M
h
n(Y ns ), eki2jyj2 J (dy) ds

 c
Z t
0
E[h n(Y ns ), eki2] ds.
Similarly,
(3.6)
E

sup
0ut
jN ku j

 c
Z t
0
E[jY n,ks h n(Y ns ), ekij] ds
 c
Z t
0
E[h n(Y ns ), eki2] ds C c
Z t
0
E[(Y n,ks )2] ds.
Noting that k are non-negative, it follows from (3.4)–(3.6),
E

sup
0ut
(Y n,ku )2

 (hk)2 C c
Z t
0
E[(Y n,ks )2] ds C c
Z t
0
E[h n(Y ns ), eki2] ds.
Applying the Gronwall’s inequality we obtain that
(3.7) E

sup
0ut
(Y n,ku )2

 ect

c
Z t
0
E[h n(Y ns ), eki2] ds C (hk)2

.
Hence,
(3.8)
1
X
kDm
E

sup
0ut
(Y n,ku )2

 ect
 
c
Z t
0
1
X
kDm
E[h n(Y ns ), eki2] ds C
1
X
kDm
(hk)2
!
 ect
 
ck nk2
1
t C
1
X
kDm
(hk)2
!
.
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On the other hand, it also follows from (3.4) that
(Y n,kt )2  (hk)2 C sup
0u1
jMku j C sup
0u1
jN ku j C c
Z 1
0
h
n(Y ns ), eki2 ds
  2k
Z t
0
(Y n,ks )2 ds.
By the Gronwall’s inequality this implies that
(3.9) (Y n,kt )2  e 2k t

(hk)2 C sup
0u1
jMku j C sup
0u1
jN ku j C c
Z 1
0
h
n(Y ns ), eki2 ds

.
Hence, for any Æ > 0, we have
sup
Æt1
(Y n,kt )2  e 2kÆ

(hk)2 C sup
0u1
jMku j C sup
0u1
jN ku j C c
Z 1
0
h
n(Y ns ), eki2 ds

.
Consequently, by (3.5) and (3.6)
E

sup
Æt1
(Y n,kt )2

 e 2kÆ

(hk)2 C 3cE

Z 1
0
h
n(Y ns ), eki2 ds

C cE

Z 1
0
(Y n,ks )2 ds

 ce 2kÆ

(hk)2 C E

Z 1
0
h
n(Y ns ), eki2 ds

,
where in the last inequality we used (3.7) with t D 1. Hence,
(3.10)
1
X
kDm
E

sup
Æ0t1
(Y n,kt )2

 c
1
X
kDm
e 2kÆ0 .
Given any " > 0. By (3.8), there is Æ0 2 (0, 1) so that
(3.11)
1
X
kDm
E

sup
0uÆ0
(Y n,ku )2


"
4
C 2
1
X
kDm
(hk)2 for every m  1.
For the fixed Æ0, it follows from (3.10) and the assumption that
P
1
kD1 e
 kÆ0
<1, that
there exists m1  1 so that
(3.12)
1
X
kDm1
E

sup
Æ0t1
(Y n,kt )2


"
4
.
Combining (3.11) and (3.12), we can find m0  m1 so that
P
1
kDm0E[sup0t1(Y n,kt )2] 
". Since " is arbitrary, (3.3) follows.
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For every h 2 H , consider the equation:
(3.13)
8

<

:
dY nt D  AY nt dt C
d
X
iD1

n
i (Y nt ) d Z it ,
Y n0 D h.
Since  n is Lipschitz, the existence of the solution of the above equation is guaranteed
by Theorem 3.1. Let Pn denote the law of Y n on D([0, 1), H ).
Proposition 3.3. Assume k  0 for every k  1 and that
P
1
kD1 e
 kÆ
< 1 for
any Æ > 0. Then the family fPn , n  1g is tight on D([0, 1), H ).
Proof. Let V n,kt WD hY nt , eki and hk D hh, eki. It follows from (3.13) that
V n,kt D hk   k
Z t
0
V n,ks ds C
d
X
iD1
Z t
0
h
n
i (Y ns ), eki d Z is .
Suppose f 2 C2c (Rm). Applying Ito’s formula and using the Lévy system formula, we
obtain that
(3.14) f (V n,1t , : : : , V n,mt )   f (V n,10 , : : : , V n,m0 )
D M ft  
m
X
kD1
k
Z t
0
 f
xk
(V n,1s , : : : , V n,ms )V n,ks ds
C
d
X
iD1
Z t
0

Z
R
d
nf0g

f (V n,1s  Ch ni (Y ns ),e1iw,:::, V n,ms  Ch ni (Y ns ),emiw)
  f (V n,1s  ,:::, V n,ms  )
 
m
X
kD1
 f
xk
(V n,1s  ,:::, V n,ms  )h ni (Y ns ),ekiw1fjwj1g

J (dx)

ds,
where M ft is a martingale. Since the integrand inside the integral of the bounded vari-
ation term in (3.14) is uniformly bounded, there exists a constant c f ,m such that
f (V n,1t , : : : , V n,mt )   f (V n,10 , : : : , V n,m0 )   c f ,m t
is a supermartingale. We can apply the argument in [3] to conclude that for any bounded
stopping time n and  > 0,
(3.15) lim
Æ!0
sup
n1
P

sup
nsnCÆ
k
OYn,ms   OY
n,m
n
kH  

D 0,
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where OYn,mt WD
Pm
kD1 V
n,k
t ek . Clearly for each fixed t , OYn,mt converges in H to Y nt . Next we
show that the tails of the processes Y n is uniformly small in the sense that for any " > 0,
(3.16) lim
m!1
sup
n1
P
 
1
X
kDm
sup
0tT
(V n,kt )2 > "
!
D 0.
For M > 0, define
M D infft > 0 W j1Z t j  Mg.
Let Y n, M be the strong solution of (3.2) and Y n, M ,kt WD hY n, Mt , eki. Then Y nt D Y n, Mt
and consequently V n,kt D Y n, M ,kt for t < M and k  1. For any given T > 0 and Æ > 0,
since limM!1 M D 1 a.s., there is M0 > 0 so that P (M0  T )  Æ=2. Observe that
P
 
1
X
kDm
sup
0tT
(V n,kt )2 > "
!
 P
 
1
X
kDm
sup
0tT
(V n,kt )2 > ", T < M0
!
C P (T  M0 )
D P
 
1
X
kDm
sup
0tT
(Y n, M0 ,kt )2 > ", T < M0
!
C P (T  M0 )

1
"
E
"
1
X
kDm
sup
0tT
(Y n, M0 ,kt )2
#
C
Æ
2
.
So by Proposition 3.2,
lim
m!1
sup
n1
P
 
1
X
kDm
sup
0tT
(Y n,kt )2 > "
!

Æ
2
.
Since Æ is arbitrary, (3.16) follows. Now (3.15) together with (3.16) implies that
lim
Æ!0
sup
n1
P

sup
nsnCÆ
kY ns   Y
n
n
kH  

D 0.
This and (3.16) implies that the law of the processes fY nt ; t 2 [0, T ]g, n  1, is tight
in D([0, 1), H ). This gives the tightness of fPn , n  1g.
Theorem 3.4. Assume that
(i) k  0 for every k  1 and
P
1
kD1 e
 kÆ
<1 for any Æ > 0,
(ii) i are bounded and continuous.
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Then for every h 2 H , there exists a weak solution to stochastic evolution equation:
(3.17)
8

<

:
dYt D  AYt dt C
d
X
iD1
i (Yt ) d Z it ,
Y0 D h.
Proof. Let Ut D
P
0<st 1Zs1fj1Zs j>1g and NZ t D Z t Ut . Write Ut D (U 1t , : : : , U dt )
and NZt D ( NZ 1t , : : : , NZ dt ). Let Y n be the strong solution of equation (3.13). Let n be
the law of the process (Y n , NZ , U ). It follows from Proposition 3.3 that fn , n  1g is
tight on D([0, 1), H Rd Rd ). Let QP be the limit of a convergent subsequence nk .
We will show that the canonical coordinate process ( QY , OZ , QU ) under QP is a solution of
the following equation:
(3.18)
8

<

:
d QYt D  A QYt dt C
d
X
iD1
i ( QYt ) d QZ it ,
QY0 D h,
where QZ WD OZ C QU has the same distribution as the Lévy process Z . By the Skorokhod
theorem, we can find a probability space (0,F 0,P 0) and processes f( QY n , OZn , QUn), n  1g
and ( QY , OZ , QU ) such that the law of f( QY n , OZn , QUn), n  1g under P 0 is the same as the law
of (Y n , NZ , U ) under P , and the law of ( QY , OZ , QU ) under P 0 is the same as the law of the
canonical process under QP . Moreover f( QY n , OZn , QUn), n  1g converges to ( QY , OZ , QU ) in
the space D([0, 1), H Rd Rd ). Clearly under P 0, each component of QZ t WD OZ t C QUt
has the same law as the Lévy process Z . It suffices to show that QY solves equation
(3.18). To this end, we need to prove that for every k  1,
(3.19)
h
QYt , eki D hk   k
Z t
0
h
QYs , eki ds
C
d
X
iD1
Z t
0
hi ( QYs ), eki d OZ is C
d
X
iD1
Z t
0
hi ( QYs ), eki d QU is .
This can be done along the same line as the proof of Theorem 4.3 in [4]. One only
needs to notice that in view of (3.15) and (3.16), for any " > 0 there exists a compact
subset K  H such that
(3.20) P ( QY ns 2 K for all t  T )  1   "
for all n  1. We refer to [4] for details.
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4. Pathwise uniqueness
Theorem 3.1 gives existence and uniqueness of pathwise solution to equation (1.1)
under the Lipschitz condition of i . We will show in this section that pathwise unique-
ness to equation (1.1) still hold under a condition that is weaker than Lipschitz conti-
nuity. Consider the following condition:
(H.1) There exist constants Æ 2 (0, 1) and C <1 such that
(4.1) ki (y1)   i (y2)k2H  Cky1   y2k2Hr (ky1   y2k2H )
for every i D 1, : : : , d and y1, y2 2 H with ky1  y2kH  Æ, where r (  )W (0, Æ] ! [0,1)
is a C1 function satisfying
(4.2) sr (s) decreases to 0 as s # 0 and
Z a
0
1
sr (s) ds D C1,
for every a 2 (0, Æ].
Theorem 4.1. Assume (H.1) and that one of the following conditions is fulfilled.
(i) s 7! sr (s) is concave on (0, Æ];
(ii) g(s) WD r (s)C sr 0(s)   1 is non-negative on (0, Æ].
Then the pathwise uniqueness holds for the stochastic evolution equation (1.1).
Proof. As before, define
(4.3) NZt D Z t  
X
0<st
1Zs1fj1Zs j>1g.
Then any pathwise solution Y D fYt , t  0g of the equation (1.1) can be constructed
uniquely from the solution of the following equation by adding back the jumps of Z
of size larger than 1:
(4.4)
8


<


:
d X t D  AX t dt C
d
X
iD1
i (X t ) d NZ it ,
X0 D h.
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove the pathwise uniqueness for equation (4.4). Let X1 D
fX1t , t  0g and X2 D fX2t , t  0g be any two solutions of equation (4.4). Let t WD
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kX1t   X2t k2H . By Ito’s formula, we have
(4.5)
t D  2
Z t
0
hX1s   X
2
s , A(X1s   X2s )i ds
C 2
d
X
iD1
Z t
0
hX1s    X
2
s , i (X1s )   i (X2s )i d NZ is
C
d
X
iD1
X
0<st
k(i (X1s )   i (X2s ))1 NZ isk2H .
Assume first that condition (i) holds. Define
 D infft > 0 W kX1t   X2t kH  Æg.
By virtue of (2.2), (H.1) and the Lévy system formula, it follows from (4.5) that
E[t^ ]  E

Z t^
0
(0kX1s   X2s k2H   Æ0kX1s   X2s k2V ) ds

C
d
X
iD1
E
"
X
0<st^
k(i (X1s )   i (X2s ))1 NZ isk2H
#
 0E

Z t^
0
s ds

C c
d
X
iD1
E

Z t^
0
k(i (X1s )   i (X2s ))k2H ds

 0E

Z t
0
s^ ds

C cE

Z t
0
s^r (s^ ) ds

 0
Z t
0
E[s^ ] ds C c
Z t
0
E[s^ ]r (E[s^ ]) ds
(4.6)
where in the last inequality condition (i) and the Jensen’s inequality are used. Now
applying a generalized version of the Grownwall’s inequality (cf. [10]), we conclude
that E[t^ ] D 0 and so t^ D 0. This implies  D 1 and X1 D X2.
Now assume condition (ii) holds. Let C be the constant appeared in the hypothesis
(H.1). Choose a 2 (0, 1) small enough so that
(4.7) a2Æ2 C 2C d(aÆ)2
p
r (a2Æ2)C d(aÆ)2r ((aÆ)2) < Æ,
and define
1 D infft > 0 W kX1t   X2t kH  aÆg.
For any  > 0, set
8

(y) D exp

Z y
0
1
sr (s)C  ds

.
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Then by (H.1), for every y 2 (0, Æ], 8

(y) ! 80(y) D C1 as  ! 0. Moreover for
0 < y < Æ,
(4.8) 80

(y) D 8

(y) 1
yr (y)C 
and
(4.9) 800

(y) D 8

(y) 1(yr (y)C )2 (1   r (y)   yr
0(y))  0.
By Ito’s formula,
8

(t^1 ) D 1C 2
d
X
iD1
Z t^1
0
8
0

(s )hX1s    X2s , i (X1s )   i (X2s )i d NZ is
  2
Z t^1
0
8
0

(s )hX1s    X2s , A(X1s    X2s )i ds
C
d
X
iD1
X
0<st^1
8
0

(s )k(i (X1s )   i (X2s ))1 NZ isk2H
C
X
0<st^1
(8

(s)  8(s )  80

(s )1s).
(4.10)
By (2.2), we have
(4.11)  280

(s)hX1s   X2s , A(X1s   X2s )i  08(s)
s
sr (s)C 
  Æ08
0

(s)ksk2V .
By virtue of (H.1), (4.8) and the Lévy system formula, it follows that
(4.12)
d
X
iD1
E
"
X
0<st^1
8
0

(s )k(i (X1s )   i (X2s ))1 NZ isk2H
#
D c
d
X
iD1
E

Z t^1
0
8
0

(s)ki (X1s )   i (X2s )k2H ds

 cE

Z t^1
0
8

(s) sr (s)
sr (s)C 
ds

 cE

Z t^1
0
8

(s) ds

.
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Note that for s  1,
(4.13)
j1s j  2
d
X
iD1
jhX1s    X
2
s , i (X1s )   i (X2s )i1 NZ is j C
d
X
iD1
k(i (X1s )   i (X2s ))1 NZ isk2H
 2d(aÆ)2
p
r ((aÆ)2)C d(aÆ)2r ((aÆ)2),
where we have used assumption (H.1). Consequently, for  2 [0, 1] and s  1,
(4.14) s  C  j1s j  (aÆ)2 C 2d(aÆ)2
p
r ((aÆ)2)C d(aÆ)2r ((aÆ)2) < Æ,
according to the choice of a. It follows from the mean value theorem and (4.9) that
for s  1,
(4.15) 8

(s)  8(s )  80

(s )1s D 800

(s  C 1s)(1s)2  0.
Taking expectation on both sides of (4.10) and using (4.11), (4.12) and (4.15), we ob-
tain that
E[8

(t^1 )]  1C C
Z t
0
E[8

(s^1 )] ds.
By Gronwall’s inequality, E[8

(t^1 )]  eCt . Letting  ! 0, we have E[80(t^1 )] 
eCt . This implies that t^1 D 0 for all t  0 and consequently 1 D 1. The pathwise
uniqueness of (1.1) holds.
REMARK 4.2. Condition (i) in Theorem 4.1 is the same as the condition ap-
peared in [18] for the pathwise uniqueness result of SDE on Rd driven by Brownian
motion. Condition (ii) in Theorem 4.1 seems to be new. To the best knowledge of
the authors, the pathwise results given by Theorem 4.1 for stochastic evolution equa-
tions driven by discontinuous Lévy processes are new even in the finite dimensional
case. Examples of function r satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.1 include r (s) D
log(1=s), r (s) D log(1=s) log log(1=s), etc.
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